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BUT WHY AN ERGONOMIC 
MOUSE?
A mouse that’s the right ergonomic fit for your hand, can significantly help:

 - Reduce the risk of developing a repetitive strain injury

 - Aid in the recovery from a repetitive strain injury

 - Improve overall user comfort and experience when using a computer

The most common questions we get asked by our customers is “How do I 

know which Ergonomic Mouse is right for me?” With so many unique and 

wonderfully designed products now on the market, choosing the right 

ergonomic mouse for you, may not be an easy decision. 

To help you make the best choice for your specific aches, pains or discomfort, 

we’ve created a simple guide to help you pick the right ergonomic mouse for 

your symptoms and needs.
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What Exactly is an Ergonomic Mouse?
The way we use our computer significantly impacts on our level of comfort. 

In this time of age, it is not uncommon to spend in excess of 8 hours each day 

working on a computer. The repetitive movements and sometimes static 

postures can take their toll on your wrists, fingers, forearms, elbows and 

shoulders. 

An ergonomic mouse is a category of computer mice that have been 

specifically designed to reduce muscle strain and improve user comfort 

(while using the mouse). They achieve this by changing the posture of the 

users hand, wrist, fingers and forearm when using the mouse.

An ergonomic mouse will change the position of your hand.

Typically, this change in posture is to one of a more natural posture that 

people often report as “more comfortable” than the hand position used for 

a traditional mouse. If you are experiencing aches and pains in your wrist, 

hands, forearm, elbows or shoulders, you may find that by simply changing 

the position of your hand can help to reduce or even eliminate it.

Do I need an 
Ergonomic 
Mouse?
If you experience aches, 

pains, fatigue or discomfort 

when you use a traditional 

computer mouse, then the 

answer is yes. These are 

all early signs of repetitive 

strain injuries that can easily 

develop over time.

Are Ergonomic Mice Better than 
Traditional Mice?
Traditional mice are designed to be operated using your dominant hand and 

feature 2 buttons (left / right click) and a scroll wheel. 

They are designed to be used in a working posture that 
requires significantly more muscle activation than compared 
to the working posture used for an ergonomic mouse. 

Furthermore, traditional mice tend to come in fewer sizes and shapes, 

meaning the user has to operate the mouse with a set posture - which can 

sometimes be awkward or cause the user discomfort. Sure, some people do 

not find traditional mice uncomfortable and can happily operate a computer 

with a traditional mouse for prolonged periods without any discomfort, 

however this is not the case for others. 

There is a subsection of the population who experience discomfort, aches 

and pain when they use a traditional mouse, largely due to the strain placed 

on their muscles and joints by the awkward posture traditional mice require. 

It’s in the design
Ergonomic Mice are designed with your body’s biomechanics in mind. 

They have been designed to place your wrist, forearm, fingers, elbow and 

shoulders in working postures that are more comfortable and safer for 

prolonged use. 

Ergonomic mice come in many shapes, sizes and varieties, meaning the 

user is able to select a mouse that best suits their particular needs. This 

sort of customization to the users body is not possible with traditional 

mice. Ergonomic mice promote a more natural grip, meaning there is less 

likelihood of discomfort, aches or pains for the user.

http://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au
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How does an Ergonomic Mouse Work?
If your wrist pain just won’t go away, then maybe it’s time to make the 

switch to a vertical mouse. Vertical mice are designed to help reduce the 

discomfort of using a computer mouse by changing the posture of your hand 

and forearm. The vertical design rotates your forearm into a more neutral 

posture. 

When your forearm is in a neutral position, using a computer 
mouse is suddenly more comfortable. Why? 

Well there are several muscles in your forearm that attach at the base of 

your arm and into your hand. These muscles control your hand and are 

activated with tasks such as gripping a computer mouse. When you use a 

traditional computer mouse, your arm is in a pronated posture. This posture 

causes the muscles in your forearm to contract more and creates more 

tension in them. 

With extended use of your computer mouse and your forearm 
muscles, they can quickly become fatigued and aches and 
pains can kick in. 

Luckily, the solution is quite simple. 
By simply changing your working posture to be more neutral, you will 

immediately notice a difference. Your forearm will feel less tense and your 

hand will feel more relaxed... because it is! A vertical mouse is the perfect 

solution for you if you are experiencing aches or pains in your wrist, hand or 

forearm and spend extended periods of time using a computer mouse.

HOW TO PICK THE RIGHT 
ERGONOMIC MOUSE?
Consider your hand size
When selecting an ergonomic mouse, it is important to consider the size of 

your hand and the size of the ergonomic mouse. An ergonomic mouse that 

is too large for your hand will cause your fingers to stretch when using it. 

Likewise, an ergonomic mouse that is too small for your hand will increase 

the level of gripping required to secure the mouse. Both of these factors can 

cause discomfort and pain in the wrist and forearm. 

By simply measuring your hand size, you can quickly identify if you will 

require a large ergonomic mouse or whether a standard sized ergonomic 

mouse will be appropriate. 

To measure your hand size, simply take a measurement from 
the base of your wrist / palm to the top of your middle finger. 

If this measurement is 15cm or below then you are best suited to a small 

ergonomic mouse. For medium it’s 15 - 17.8cm and if your hand is greater 

than 17.8cm then a large ergonomic mouse will fit you nicely.

Example
The hand to the right belongs to Joey. 

His hand is 18.3cm from wrist to middle 

finger. Therefore Joey would need a large 

ergonomic mouse. 

Note: retailers will usually display the size 

of a mouse, use this to determine.

18.3cm

http://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au
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WHAT ABOUT SMALL 
HANDS?
Small hands? Need not worry, we have a range of ergonomic vertical mice 

that are designed for users with smaller hands.

ERGO COMFI 
 - Width: 7.5cm 

 - Length: 10.5cm

 - Height: 6.5cm

The Ergo Comfi Mouse will make 

using a computer mouse a more 

comfortable and painless experience 

for you. It is designed to eliminate 

wrist and hand pain by supporting your hand in a posture that can 

be likened to a hand shake. This neutral position is most optimal for 

reducing tension and activation of your forearm muscles.

EVOLUENT VMR4 
SMALL

 - Width: 8.5cm 

 - Length: 10.5cm

 - Height: 7.4cm

This mouse has one of the best build 

qualities in the market, however this doesn’t come cheap. Although 

a great option for users with small hands, its 7.4cm heightand 8.5cm 

width make it on the bigger side for a small mouse.

OYSTER MOUSE
 - Width: 9cm 

 - Length: 9.7cm

 - Height: 5-9cm

If money is no option and you want 

the flexibility of being able to choose 

what angle your vertical mouse is, 

then the Oyster Mouse - Small Model is your answer. The Oyster 

Mouse is an award winning design by Ergoption that is the only fully 

adjustable ergonomic mouse: you can instantly adjust the mouse to 5 

different angles to intuitively find the best posture for you.

*Right handed

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

*Right handed

BUY NOW

*Right and Left handed options available

http://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/products/ergo-comfi-mouse-ergonomic
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/products/evoluent-vmr4-small
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/products/oyster-mouse-ergonomic
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MEDIUM SIZE ERGONOMIC 
MICE 
Most people fall into the medium size hand category and luckily for these 

people, there are plenty of good options when it comes to ergonomic mice.

Our recommendations below are based upon considering price, quality and 

user features.

DELUX VERTICAL
 - Width: 9cm 

 - Length: 11cm

 - Height: 10cm

The Delux Vertical Ergonomic 

Mouse best suited to medium hands. It features a vertical design, 

two short-cut buttons, a scroll wheel, and is specifically customized 

to promote the most comfortable upper limb biomechanics for 

operating a computer mouse.

RII VERTICAL
 - Width: 7cm 

 - Length: 11.5cm

 - Height: 6.5cm

The Rii Vertical Ergonomic Mouse is the solution you have been 

looking for. It will help ease those aches and pains. See it has a unique 

design that is made to fit comfortably within your hand. Furthermore 

it minimizes the amount of gripping required by your hand and 

promotes a neutral wrist alignment. All of these changes help to 

reduce the tension/pain within your wrist and forearm muscles.

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

BUY NOW BUY NOW

*Right handed*Right handed

http://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/products/delux-vertical-ergonomic-mouse-m618
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/products/rii-vertical-ergonomic-mouse
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ERGONOMIC MICE FOR 
LARGE HANDS
For the people with a hand that is greater than 17.8cm, the below 

recommendations would suit perfectly. These selections can also be used by 

people with medium to large hands.

ERGO FEEL 
 - Width: 7cm 

 - Length: 12cm

 - Height: 7cm

We love the Ergo Feel Vertical Mouse. It represents excellent value 

for money and is the perfect option for anyone who has never used 

an ergonomic mouse before or is unsure if they will like it. The Ergo 

Feel Mouse features a vertical design that gives the user the most 

comfortable experience when using it.

LARGE

BUY NOW

*Right and Left handed options available

EASE VERTICAL
 - Width: 5.7cm 

 - Length: 11.5cm

 - Height: 8.7cm

The Ease Vertical Ergonomic Mouse is another great option for 

medium and large hand size users. It is slightly narrower than the 

Vertical Ergonomic Mouse but similar in length and height. The 

Ease Vertical Ergonomic Mouse features a moulded thumb rest that 

allows your thumb to relax when gripping the mouse. You will notice 

the difference immediately and within just a few days, your wrist and 

hand pain will be all but gone.

MEDIUMLARGE

*Right handed

BUY NOW

http://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/collections/ergonomic-mouse/products/vertical-ergonomic-mouse
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/products/ease-vertical-ergonomic-mouse
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WHY BUY FROM US?
No More Pain Ergonomics is one of the leading ergonomic equipment 

retailers and we have many great reasons to buy from us. We are a fast 

growing company because we always put our customers first. We help each 

and every customer to help solve their aches and pains - it’s what we do best. 

Shop with us today and experience the difference.

Here are just a few of the reason why you should 
buy from us:

 - We use a leading national fulfillment center to ship your order. This 

means you will be receiving your new ergonomic product within days of 

placing your order.

 - 100% Secure and Safe Online Shopping

 - Expert Advice to help you eliminate your Aches and Pains

 - Brand new innovative products, we only stock the best products 

available.

 - Tons of satisfied customers and product reviews

 - Quality products that make a difference. You will love our products!

 - 100% Satisfaction Money back guarantee.

 - All items in stock & ready to ship

 - We’ve helped over 10,000 people eliminate their aches and pains. We 

must be doing something right!

The bottom line is we love our customers, and our customers love our 

products!

http://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au
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Still Have Questions?
Feel free to get in contact with us. We are always happy to provide advice on 

what ergonomic product will best suit your specific condition and best of all, 

this advice is free of charge.

Call Us
1300 898 965

Email Us
info@nomorepainergonomics.com.au

http://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au
mailto:info%40nomorepainergonomics.com.au?subject=
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